Let N be the number of affine zeros of a pair of quadratic forms in n#1 variables defined over a finite field F O . We give upper and lower bounds for N and show that these bounds are optimal. One result states that if n#1510 and every quadratic form in the pencil has order at least three, then "N!qL\"(qL\.
] be homogeneous polynomials of degree two (quadratic forms or forms) defined over the finite field F O . Aubry [1, p. 12 ] finds that if F and G have no common linear factors, then (in our notation) the number of affine solutions, N, of F"G"0 is bounded above by N48qL\!6qL\. We consider affine solutions of pairs of forms in n#1 variables. Although it is natural to consider the solutions of F"G"0 as lying in projective space PL (F O ) , it is more convenient to count the number of affine solutions. In Corollary 5.4, we improve Aubry's result to N42qL\!qL\#q L> !qL, if n#155 and odd, N42qL\!qL\#2q L> !3q L\ #q L\ , if n#154 and even.
We show these bounds are best possible.
In Theorem 5.6, we prove that N5qL\!qL#q L\ , if n#155 and odd, N5qL\!q L> #q L\ , if n#156 and even.
This improves the bound N5qL\ given by a special case of Warning's theorem, [5] or [3] . If n#1510 and all forms in the pencil have order at least three, then we show in Theorem 5.2 that "N!qL\"(qL\.
We begin by giving a well-known classification of quadratic forms defined over a finite field. This classification is given by Lidl and Niederreiter [3] and Schmidt [5] . Using this classification, we find a formula for the number of zeros of one quadratic form defined over a finite field. This result is given by Lidl and Niederreiter [3, pp. 278-289] , but the arguments given here have been modified to consolidate proofs for finite fields of arbitrary characteristic.
A formula for the number of zeros of a pair of quadratic forms defined over a finite field of odd characteristic was given by Weil [6] . His formulation depended on the ability to diagonalize forms. We provide a formula for the number of zeros of a system +Q G ,R G of quadratic forms defined over a finite field having arbitrary characteristic. This formula for the number of zeros depends not only on the size of the finite field and the number of variables needed to write the system, but also on the order of each of the forms in the pencil defined by the system. By examining possible combinations of orders, we find the best possible bounds when the system has only two forms F and G.
We now give a summary of notation and terminology. We denote by F O a finite field of cardinality q and by F* O the nonzero elements of F O . We use the term quadratic form or form to describe a homogeneous polynomial of degree two. We say that two quadratic forms are equivalent if there is an invertible linear change of variables taking one to the other, and similarly, we say that a system of forms
, and we call this set the pencil of the system +Q , Q , 2 , Q R ,. We say that the order of a form (system of forms) is the minimum number of variables, after invertible linear change of variables, necessary to write the form (system of forms). We say that a form (system of forms) is nondegenerate (has full order) if it cannot be written in a fewer number of variables. Standard references for basic quadratic form theory include the book by Lam [2] and the book by Scharlau [4] . 
ONE QUADRATIC FORM OVER
From here on, a quadratic form equivalent to one of these forms shall be called Type 1, Type 2, or Type 3, respectively. This well-known classification can be found in [3] or [5] .
It is not hard to check that for any 3F* O and any quadratic form H defined over F O , H and H have the same type. We now find a formula for the number of affine solutions of one quadratic form Some properties of this map will be needed when looking for the formula for the number of zeros. LEMMA 2.5.
Proof. Easy since, (q!1)#(!1)(q!1)"0. LEMMA 2.6.¸et 14t4m, then
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Proof. For t(m,
where the final equality comes from Lemma 2.5.
For t"m, we will calculate the sum A> 2 >AK? (1# (c ))2(1# (c K )) in two different ways. First, multiplying out and using the first part of this lemma we get
Second, we note that every term in the product must be nonzero for the summand to be nonzero, and this implies that all of the c G 's must be zero and thus a must be zero:
Equating the two and solving for A> 
Now, suppose that H is Type 2. First we note that the result is true if m"1. Now, assume m53 and use the result from the first part of the theorem:
If H is Type 3 and q is even, then the proof is easy since the number of solutions of x"c is always 1. That is,
Finally, if H is Type 3 and q is odd, then we first note that the result holds if m"0. Now, assume that m52, and again use the first part of the theorem:
"qL\K(qK#qK (ab)).
COUNTING ZEROS OF A SYSTEM OF QUADRATIC FORMS DEFINITION 3.1. Let g be the Gauss sum defined by
Proof. The calculations of the sum depend on repeated applications of Theorem 2.7. For H Type 1,
The case for H Type 2 and the case for H Type 3 with q even are similar. For H Type 3 and q odd,
Let +Q G ,R G be a system of quadratic forms defined over F O in n#1 variables. Using a generalization of the argument by Weil [6] , we obtain a formula for the number of solutions of Q "Q "2"Q R "0 in terms of the aforementioned sum. LEMMA 3.3.¸et N be the number of affine solutions of the system
Proof.
Combining Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.3, and Definition 3.4 gives
where u G is the ith component of u and m S #1 is the order of R G u G Q G . Further, we notice that when the sum is taken over all u3 FR O , where m S #1 is odd, the sum is zero. This can be seen by letting u3
where a is given in Theorem 2.1.
This gives that
LEMMA 3.5. For any nonzero u 3 FR O with the property that the order of 
SOME GENERAL THEORY
Before we investigate bounds for the number of zeros possible on a pair of quadratic forms defined over a finite field, we need to find some limits on the order of the forms in the pencil. For this, we look first at bilinear forms. By utilizing the relationship between a quadratic form and its associated symmetric bilinear form, we extend our results about pairs of bilinear forms to pairs of quadratic forms.
Let » be a finite dimensional vector space over a field k and let B : »;»Pk be a bilinear form that is either symmetric or alternating. We define the radical of B, rad(B), by rad(B)"+x3»"B(x, v)"0 for all v3»,. 
with the following three properties:
With respect to B ,
, and v 3rad(B ). Then, for any x3», 
Finally,
Let » be a vector space of dimension n#1 defined over a field k with a basis +v , 2 , v L ,. There exists a natural one to one correspondence between the set of quadratic forms in n#1 variables defined over k and the set of quadratic maps F : »Pk defined by
Let F be a quadratic form, identified with its corresponding quadratic map with respect to some fixed basis of ». Let B $ (x, y)"F(x#y)!F(x)!F(y) be the symmetric bilinear form associated with F. The radical of F, rad(F), is defined by rad(F)"+x3»"x3 rad(B $ ) and F(x)"0,.
It is not hard to show that the order of F is dim(»)!dim(rad(F)).
We will state the following known result without proof.
LEMMA 4.2.¸et F be a quadratic form defined over k with B $ (x, y) the symmetric bilinear form associated with F. If either char kO2 or char k"2, k perfect and the order of F is even, then rad(F)"rad(B $ ). In particular, order F"dim(»)!dim(rad(B $ )).
We define the radical of a pair of quadratic forms, rad(+F, G,), by
rad(+F, G,)"rad(F) 5 rad(G).
One can check that the order of the pair +F, G, is dim(»)!dim(rad (+F, G,) ).
THEOREM 4.3.¸et m "order F, m "order G, and n#1"dim(»). Assume that the pair +F, G, has full order. Further assume that either (1) char kO2 or (2) char k"2, k is perfect, and m
, m are both even. ¹hen m #m 5n#1 and order (F#G)52 (n#1)!(m #m ).
Proof. First, since +F, G, has full order, rad(F) 5 rad(G)"0. Thus, Proof. Given any u 3F* O , order F"order u F. The result follows immediately from the previous theorem.
BOUNDING THE NUMBER OF ZEROS ON A PAIR OF QUADRATIC FORMS
Assume that +F, G, is a pair of quadratic forms having full order in n#1 
Thus,
This lemma shows that if the nonzero forms having even order in the pencil, P(F, G), either all have Type 1 or all have Type 2, then it is sufficient to consider only the lexicographic ordering of the orders of these forms.
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that +F, G, is a pair of quadratic forms in n#1 variables defined over F O having full order. If every nonzero form in the pencil, P(F, G), has order at least three and n#1510, then
"N!qL\"(qL\.
Proof. If n#158 and even and no form in the pencil has order 2, then in order to bound N, we can assume by Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 5.1 that F has order 4, G has order n#1!4, and u F#u G has order n#1 for every u ,
If n#157 and odd, we can assume that F has order 4, G has order n#2!4, and u F#u G has order n for every u , u 3 F* O . A calculation similar to the one above shows that "N!qL\"4qL\!qL\#2q L> !3qL#q L\ .
If n#1511, then "N!qL\"(qL\.
ºpper Bounds
THEOREM 5.3.¸et +F, G, be a pair of quadratic forms defined over F O having full order in n#1 variables with n#153. Suppose that there is some nonzero form in the pencil, P(F, G), of even order.¸et the form in the pencil with minimal nonzero even order have order l. ¹hen, 1. If l4(n#1)/2 and n#1 is even, then
N4qL\#(q!1)[qL\\J#q L\>J #q L\ !q L\ ].
If l4(n#1)/2 and n#1 is odd, then
Furthermore, these bounds are best possible.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that F has order l and G has the second least nonzero even order of the linearly independent forms in the pencil. From the notation in the previous section, order F"n , order G"n .
Since l is the order of the form of minimal nonzero even order, Lemma 5.1 implies that N(F"G"0) will be maximal if every nonzero form in the pencil has order l and Type 1. That is, N4q\(qL>#(q#1)(q!1)qL\ J\ ) "qL\#qL>\J!qL\\J. Now, assume that l42(n#1)/3. Then, the previous bound is an upper bound, but it can be improved by noticing that if order F"l and order G"l,
Now, assume further that l4(n#1)/2. Then, once again, the previous bounds hold, but they can be improved by noticing that if order F"l, then by Theorem 4.3, order G5n#1!l. By Lemma 5.1, we can assume 
For n#1 even,
In order to show that these bounds are best possible, we construct some examples. For s even, let +Q Q , Q Q , be the pair of quadratic forms:
The pair +Q Q , Q Q , has the property that there are s#1 variables and every nonzero form in the pencil has order s and Type 1.
For r even, let +H P , H P , be the pair of quadratic forms:
The pair +H P , H P , has the property that there are 2r variables, order H P "r, order H P "r, order u H P #u H P "2r for every u , u 3 F* O and every nonzero form in the pencil has Type 1.
Let x!ax!b be an irreducible polynomial over F O . Let +J , J , be the pair of quadratic forms:
The pair +J , J , has the property that there are four variables and every nonzero form in the pencil has order 4 and Type 1.
Let x!ax!bx!c be an irreducible polynomial over F O . Let +J , J , be the pair of quadratic forms:
The pair +J , J , has the property that there are six variables and every nonzero form in the pencil has order 6 and Type 1.
To construct our examples we will take sums (in disjoint variables) of the previous pairs. In each example below, the total number of variables is n#1.
Suppose l"n#1. Then, n#154 and even. Thus, n#1"4 #6 for some nonnegative integers and . Let F be a direct sum of copies of J and copies of J . Similarly, let G be a direct sum of copies of J and copies of J . Then, every nonzero form in the pencil has order l"n#1 and Type 1. Suppose 2(n#1)/34l(n#1. Then, there exists an i51 such that
Define "[(2i#2)(n#1)!(2i#3)l]/2'0 and "[(2i#1)l!2i(n#1)]/2 50. Let F be a direct sum of copies of Q G and copies of Q G> . Similarly, let G be a direct sum of copies of Q G and copies of Q G> . Then, every nonzero form in the pencil has order l and Type 1. Now suppose (n#1)/2(l(2(n#1)/3. Let "2l!(n#1)'0. Let F be a direct sum of copies of Q and one copy of H L> \J . Let G be a direct sum of copies of Q and one copy of H L> \J . Then, F and G have order l and Type 1, and every other linearly independent form in the pencil has order 2(n#1)!2l and Type 1.
Finally suppose l4(n#1)/2. Further assume that n#1 is even. Let F be a direct sum of l/2 copies of H . Let G be a direct sum of (n#1!l)/2 copies of H . Then, F has order l and Type 1, G has order n#1!l and Type 1, and every other linearly independent form in the pencil has order n#1 and Type 1.
Suppose still that l4(n#1)/2, but now assume that n#1 is odd. Let
Then, F has order l and Type 1, G has order n#2!l and Type 1, and every other linearly independent form in the pencil has order n and Type 1. Proof. If no nonzero form in the pencil has even order, then N"qL\. If there is some nonzero form in the pencil with even order, then the proof comes directly from the previous theorem with l"2. The examples above show that this is best possible. Proof. First, if no form in the pencil has even order, then N"qL\. Now, assume that at least one form in the pencil has order 2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that F has order 2. Then,
and
. Equality holds if Q is irreducible. Since the order of the pair +F, G, is n#1, we see that
If n#1"3 then the bound N"1 occurs by letting
with Q irreducible. If n#1 is even and n#156, let
where Q is an irreducible quadratic form. Then,
"q(qL\!(q!1)q L\ )
"qL\!q L> #q L\ .
Thus, the bound is best possible in this case. If n#1 is odd and n#155, let
"qL\!qL#q L\ .
Thus, the bound is best possible in this case. Now, suppose that the nonzero form of least even order has order at least four and Type 2. If n#1"5 or n#1"6, then it is sufficient to assume that every nonzero form in the pencil has order 4 and Type 2. Then, Proof. This result follows directly from calculations in the proof of Theorem 5.6. This is a special case of Warning's theorem.
Nonsingular
A pair of quadratic forms defined over F O is nonsingular if, over the algebraic closure of F O , there does not exist a singular zero. If we assume that the pair +F, G, is nonsingular of order n#1, then it can be shown that every nonzero form in the pencil has order either n or n#1, and we can improve our bounds.
Namely, if n#1 is even, 
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If n#1 is odd,
